Non-gravimetric contributions to QCR sensor response.
Quartz crystal resonator (QCR) sensors are commonly known as mass sensitive devices, usually called QCM (Quartz Crystal Microbalance). This constricted view should not be applied to biosensor applications. In many cases the sensor response is strongly influenced or even governed by non-gravimetric effects; the QCR sensor does not act as a microbalance. For better understanding of the sensor response as well as for sensor optimization a more general description of the sensor principle is required. The Transmission Line Model (TLM) is a powerful tool to describe the transduction scheme of QCR and other acoustic-wave based sensors. It is therefore applied to the analysis of the sensor behavior under several conditions, which can be expected in biochemical experiments. The generalization of acoustic parameters provides a concept to overcome some of the limiting assumptions of the present TLM.